12. FOR INFORMATION SAN FRANCISCO, LEGAL ATTACHE ROBERT OLGEBY, CURRENTLY ASSIGNED AMERICAN EMBASSY, GEORGETOWN, GUYANA, ADVISED.

10. INSTANT DATE GOVERNMENT OF GUYANA (GOG) GRANTED PERMISSION FOR FBI TO INTERVIEW REMAINING SURVIVORS OF PEOPLES TEMPLE (PT) IN GUYANA WITH EXCEPTION OF CHARLES BEIKMAN, LAWRENCE JOHN LAYTON, AND JIM JONES, JR. IN VIEW OF PENDING PROSECUTION BY GOG CONCERNING THESE INDIVIDUALS. IN THIS REGARD, OLGEBY STATED CERTAIN RESTRICTIONS HAVE BEEN IMPOSED UPON HIM BY GOG CONCERNING THE CONDUCT OF ABOVE INTERVIEWS WHICH ARE: HE MUST INVITE THE INDIVIDUAL REQUESTED FOR INTERVIEW VIA TELEPHONE AND ALL INTERVIEWS MUST BE CONDUCTED IN THE AMERICAN CONSULATE. OLGEBY STATED DURING A RECENT CONVERSATION WITH DR. LESLIE
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MOOTOO, who has handled the forensic and pathological aspects of this investigation for GOG, the doctor expressed the opinion which was based upon his analysis of the poisoned mixture taken by members of the PT subsequent to the assassination of Congressman Ryan at Jonestown, that the mixture was prepared the evening before the assassination and that PT members who had medical training of some type were probably involved in the preparation of the mixture. Dr. MOOTOO further pointed out that survivor JULIUS LEE EVANS reportedly was by occupation a therapy technician and possibly was involved in the preparation of the poisoned mixture.

OGLESBY further stated two additional members of the PT, ROBIN TSCHETTER and JOAN PURSYLE, are scheduled to return to the United States January 16, 1977, via Pan American flight number 228 due to arrive JFK Airport, New York City, 6:15 p.m. BROOKLYN-QUEENS MRA is aware of their arrival and will handle interviews.

SAN FRANCISCO locate and interview JULIUS LEE EVANS through San Francisco, to determine if mixture used in mass suicide at
Jonestown was prepared the evening before the assassination of Congressman Ryan. If so, develop facts to determine whether or not the mixture was prepared in anticipation of the assassination of Congressman Ryan. (N)